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Small/medium Wikipedias are challenged

• “As readers, many editors see the XXXX Wikipedia as limited …This means that as 

editors, they are less likely to contribute to those Wikipedias because 

the content gap that needs to be filled feels too large. This perception creates a 

vicious cycle that prevents medium-sized wikis from reaching a critical mass of 

value.” – WMF Research

• We see the same problem in large language Wikipedias wrt to diversity

• Content gaps reflect contributor gaps, so the usual response is

• Increase the number of contributors through training and edit-a-thons

• Hard to scale, and low numbers of people become significant contributors

• “Wikipedians are born not made”?!
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Increasing content

• So let’s increase the number of articles and hope that attracts new 
contributors

• Many contributors never create new articles (anecdotal evidence of 
bad experience when they first attempted and failed at doing so)

• A look at article histories shows that most edits aren’t adding new 
content but fiddling with existing content

• Bulk of content often written within the first few edits or by a small number 
of edits (and small number of contributors) over time

• Try the “random article” experiment and see for yourself!

“If you want to end war and stuff, you gotta sing loud!”
– Arlo Guthrie in “Alice’s Restaurant”

• The infinite monkey theorem states that a monkey hitting keys at 
random on a typewriter keyboard for an infinite amount of time will 
almost surely type any given text, such as the complete works of 
William Shakespeare.

• Let’s stop depending on the cottage industry approach to Wikipedia 
and let’s start a Wikipedia industrial revolution

• Let’s get contributors to create more articles and add more content 
using pre-existing text where suitably licenced (e.g. CC-BY) or out of 
copyright

• How hard can it be? – Top Gear (many episodes)
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Singing loud! What’s involved?

• Manual additions of biographies based on obituaries published in the Trove 
digitised newspapers (pre-1955 are out of copyright)

• Copy and paste, rewrite to sound less “Victorian era” (and more MoS)

• Each paragraph cites the newspaper article 

• Random content from Qld Govt webpages under CC-BY licence, mostly 
histories of Qld Indigenous communities (content gap in en.WP)

• Copy and paste, less rewrite involved, but original text included its own citations had 
to be rewritten as Wikipedia citations

• Each para cites the QG webpage

• Add an attribution to the References section to the webpage (required by BY)

• Faster but still a lot of manual work involved in writing lede paras, adding 
wikilinks, infoboxes, categories, adding photos, rewriting citations and 
other article infrastructure

Singing with an amplifier!

• Queensland Heritage Register was released under a CC-BY license

• Potential for 1600 new articles, additions to 200 existing articles (daunting!)

• Had to speed up the process with machine-generation to do as much of the 
task of writing whole articles as possible

• Natural language is hard for a computer to read/write

• Embedded in HTML, XML, and other formats and must first be “scraped” out

• Always intended for a human to upload the article to Wikipedia and copyedit but 
desirous to get it right as much as possible to reduce human effort

• Extensive use of heuristics: “any approach to problem solving or self-discovery that 
employs a practical method, not guaranteed to be optimal, perfect, logical, or rational, 
but instead sufficient for reaching an immediate goal” – Wikipedia

• Risk management approach: probability of getting it wrong * cost of fixing it

• Need project management to track everything (lots of spreadsheets!)
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Getting the information in

• Writing the scraping software:
• tedious, messy, imperfect process

• heuristic: better too much extracted than too little

• extremely dependent on the input format, not re-usable on other projects

• E.g. sub-headings were text no different to other content (heuristic: short 
lines at the start of paragraph are sub-headings)

• Different methods for citations and references in the heritage register entries

• Sometimes you can’t scrape everything – instead warn the human to do a 
check and scrape manually if needed

• Used Python’s Beautiful Soup module (speaks HTML and XML) and Python 
modules for working with Shape files (for geo-coordinate calculations from 
the heritage boundaries expressed as polygons)

Making sense of the information

• The main sections about history, description, and 
satisfaction of heritage criteria were “plain text”, but 
they need:

• Subheadings

• Wikilinks to other articles

• Conversion and re-use of citations

• Cross-references to other heritage properties (unique 
format QHR1234)
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What’s in a name? – William Shakespeare 

• Wikipedia article titles must be manually chosen in many cases

• Heritage articles are unique by ID not by title (as Wikipedia articles are) and 
many heritage titles are unsuitable for Wikipedia titles, e.g. “House”, 
“Anglican Church”, or name of short-term occupant at time of listing “Ray 
White Real Estate”

• But the presence of cross-references between heritage entries means article 
titles need to be all chosen up-front so cross-references can be implemented 
as wikilinks in the Wikipedia article

• The roll-out person can rename the article at roll-out (creates a redirect so 
the cross-reference wikilinks will still work)

That which we call a rose by any other name 
would smell as sweet -William Shakespeare

• A rose or a toilet? Does it matter?

• Need the type to write the lede para, fill in an infobox, and create 
categories

• A number of “facts” were available, some values came from controlled 
vocabularies, some were free text

• Create spreadsheets to map controlled vocabularies and words/phrases of 
free text to Wikipedia type articles and categories and types within the 
Wikipedia universe – over 500 types

• Some needed categories won’t exist and Wikipedia doesn’t tolerate redlink
categories so manual creation of categories at roll-out may be required (may 
not be a skill of the roll-out person)
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Generating articles

• Consulting with the community on the structure and appearance of the 
generated article

• May take weeks but fight this battle once, not article by article

• Decisions:
• What information should go in the lede paragraph?

• What infobox to use? What fields to include as default?

• What sections and sub-sections should we have as standard?

• How to cite and attribute the original material?

• People can be incredibly picky on details (no surprise there!)

• Non-IT people have unrealistic expectations of what can be generated
• Expect absolute perfection, difficult to explain why not

[[Wikilinking]] – making links to other articles

• What text should be wikilinked?

• In the main sections, in the lede, in the infobox values, in the citations?

• Mapping general text to Wikipedia links has been much studied , but …

• Instead take advantage of the limited vocabularies in each heritage section

• History section talks about Queensland places, places, events

• Description section talks about architectural features and construction methods

• Use the category closure of “Queensland” and various architecture/building 
categories to develop a more limited set of article targets for wikilinks

• Create spreadsheets with aliases, many of which are stripping disambiguation

• “Maryborough, Queensland” has the alias of “Maryborough”

• Manually add/remove articles and their aliases from the spreadsheet (learn as you 
go with the roll-out when links are missing or inappropriate)
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[[Wikilinking]] 

• Heuristic: favour longer text matches over shorter ones, e.g. match 
“Shire of Richmond” & “Richmond Shire” (LGA) in preference to 
“Richmond” (town)

• Must not “overlink” (link the same thing many times) BUT must not 
allow an “overlink” to match anything else either

• “**** [[Richmond Shire]] **** [[Richmond]] Shire ****”

• The slowest part of the article generation

• Around 18,000 Queensland articles to be potentially link to

• Around 800 architectural/constructural concepts

• But faster than trying to link to 5.5M all-of-Wikipedia articles

Photos

• Original CC-BY release of Qld Heritage Register did not include the 
photos, they were manually uploaded later when released

• NSW Heritage Register released text and photos under CC-BY except 
when a third party copyright owner was identified for a photo
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Photos

With the NSW State Heritage Register:

• a webscraping tool downloads the images covered by the CC-BY 
licence and puts the filenmame and meta-data into a spreadsheet

• about 6K out of 9K photos were CC-BY licenced

• The Pattypan tool was used to bulk upload the photos to Wikimedia 
Commons (requires a set of photos and a spreadsheet with the meta-
data)

• Photos in heritage entries are “galleries” not in-line, so choice of 
photos and positioning in the Wikipedia article must be done 
manually.

Photo problems

• Put photos for each heritage entry into a single Commons category 
called the same name as the Wikipedia article title, so need to know 
the article title at time of photo upload

• Harder to rename Commons categories than renaming articles 

• but easier for roll-out if the photos are already available for inclusion

• Visit each article only once, instead of twice

• Need to generate the Commons category description and super-
categories and en.WP and Commons have different category systems

• Another type mapping problem

• Cheated and reused the en.WP category mappings

• Mostly works, apart from “Railway stations” (en.WP) vs “Train stations” (Commons)
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No CC-BY sources? Generate from facts!

• Copyright relates to expression not facts

• Many copyright government databases are full of facts

• Qld town/suburb/locality article generator creates stubs using only 
facts from government databases and SHAPE files (polygons showing 
boundaries)

• Good for creating ledes, infoboxes, and schools!
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Never send a man to do a machine’s job!
- The Matrix

• Developing tools to generate Wikipedia articles (or article content):

• Benefits:

• Creates more content! Over 4K new articles to date.

• Makes Wikipedians much more productive

• Achieves greater / complete coverage of topics in a space, not just the popular topics

• Results in a more consistent style (and conforms with community consensus)

• Creates new Wikipedians to some extent (heritage property owners, heritage 
consultants)

• Downsides:

• Does not appeal to all Wikipedians

• Needs people who can write the tools

• Needs a roll-out team willing to go the distance

Any questions?


